The ISF Pre-School

Summer Camp 2018
Date:

Week
Week
Week
Week

1 – 19 to 22 June, 2018 (4 days)
2 – 25 to 29 June, 2018 (5 days)
3 – 3 to 6 July, 2018 (4 days)
4 – 9 to 13 July, 2018 (5 days)

Time:

Morning Session – 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Afternoon Session – 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Fees:

Please see Course Fees in the table below (Plus HK
$500 administration fee for non-ISF students**)

Capacity:

Language Camp – 20 students per class
CCA Camp – 18 students per class

Target:

Children born between September 1, 2012 and
December 31, 2014

Registration Method:

ISF students – Please login to PowerSchool
Non-ISF students – Please login to the
Friends of the ISF

Registration Period:

Monday, March 19, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. to
Thursday, March 29, 2018 at 4:00 p.m.

* It is at The ISF Pre-School`s sole discretion to cancel a course
due to insufficient enrollment, space availability, amongst other
reasons.
*An administration fee of HK $500 is applicable for each non-ISF
student per registration. Parents may select one or multiple camps
in one registration.

The Pre-School Summer Camp
program offers a variety of
activities for children three to
five years of age.
In
addition
to
drama-based
language
camps
taught
by
experienced ISF teachers, the
school also offers co-curricular
activity (CCA) camps taught by
outsourced CCA instructors. The
CCA camps help children explore
their interests and enhance their
knowledge and skills in areas such
as
science,
technology
and
engineering, chess, cooking, Wushu,
gymnastics,
visual
art,
music,
drama and other sports.
Students who join both the morning
and afternoon sessions may bring
their own lunch to have at school.
School
bus
services
will
be
available.

Course Timetable and Fees
Morning Session

Week
1

Fee (HK）

Week
4

Fee (HK）

Putonghua Camp

$2,400

Tinytots Camp & Magic Lines

$2,040

English Camp

$2,400

Tinytots Camp &
Vocal Ensemble Group

$2,000

Putonghua Camp

$3,000

Summer Gymfit Gymnastics &
Science Adventures

$3,300

English Camp

$3,000

Summer Gymfit Gymnastics &
Introduction to Percussion World

$2,900

STEAM Camp I & Impressionism Color

$2,480

Tinytots Camp & The Chess Academy

$2,320

STEAM Camp I &
Vocal Ensemble Group

$2,440

Tinytots Camp &
Summer Sweetheart Kitchen

$2,200

STEAM Camp II &
Xiao Nan Quan with Student Rules
(Wushu)

$3,250

Five-Step Boxing with Student Rules
(Wushu) & Walk into the Famous
Painting World

$2,750

STEAM Camp II &
Introduction to Percussion World

$3,050

Art & Performance Camp

$3,450

Week
2

Week
3

Afternoon Session

*An administration fee of HK $500 is applicable for each non-ISF student per registration. Parents may
select one or multiple camps in one registration.

Course Description
（Provided by the respective
service providers）
Language Camp
The drama-focused language camps are taught by
experienced ISF teachers and fully immerse the
children in either Putonghua or English. Themes
are set each week to integrate learning from
different subject areas. The language camps aim
to enhance children’s speech, creativity and
imagination, whilst developing their social skills
and self-confidence.
(The ISF Pre-School)

Art & Performance Camp
Explore the worlds of music, dance, singing, and
arts and crafts in these fun-filled themed camps
that bring out the creativity in your child. Budding
performers learn about aspects of stagecraft,
and create exciting props and artworks to use on
stage and at home.
(Kids` Gallery)

Five-Step Boxing with Student Rules (Wushu)
The regulation of International martial arts
states that five-step boxing must contain three
basic martial arts techniques and five basic
steps, therefore it is called five-step boxing. We
simplified and combined it with Student Rules of
Confucion Analects for children to learn about
good daily habits, establish a strong will quality
through martial arts, and understand the basic
movements and true meaning of Wu Shu.
(Hong Kong International Wushu Cultural Centre
Limited)

Impressionism Color
Children have very clear sensory perceptions and
everything they feel can leave a direct
impression in their brain. At this stage, they are
also attracted to vibrant colors such as red and
green; therefore Impressionism can inspire
children because of its powerful use of colors. By
appreciating arts from impressionist such as Van
Gogh, students can develop their unique sense of
aesthetic and draw out their imaginations.
(Shirley`s Art)

Introduction to Percussion World
Percussion course is suitable for 3 years old or
above students. Basic knowledge, skills and
posture introduction, rhythmic training and
ensemble are what you can experience through
the course. The advantages of the course are to
improve the body coordination, concentration
training and to learn about various musical styles;
students can learn percussion in relaxing and
enjoyable ways.
(Tom Lee Music Foundation)

Magic Lines
Line drawing can be through the line of the
straight, soft.... such as the texture of the
image, through the thickness of the lines, and so
on to show the texture of the image, through the
thickness of the lines. The layers of the display
of overlapping image, and decorate the simple
objects. We also teach them to use painting tools
including pencil, marker, color pen, oil pastel etc.
(Shirley`s Art)

Science Adventures
Travel back with Science Adventures to the time
of the dinosaurs. Learn about these magnificent
creatures as we build a stomping, model of a
Gizmosaurus
–
a
four-legged
omnivorous
dinosaur. Using the sciences of archaeology,
chemistry and biology, we will get hands-on with
fossils and amber and mighty meteors. Discover
the mystery behind the sudden disappearance of
the dinosaurs and the survival of other
creatures on our ancient Earth. Join us as junior
paleontologists and crack the Great Dinosaur
Mystery!
(ActiveKids)
Summer Gymfit Gymnastics
Summer vacation is the best time for children to
explore different fun and sports. GymFit
gymnastics is designed for preschoolers who
would like to explore and learn the basic of
gymnastics skill. This class provides four unique
apparatus to explore such as Balance Beam,
uneven bar, vault horse and floor exercise. It
provides
a
lifelong
benefit
for
children
development in both physical body and mind.
(Health and Fitness Consultancy International
Limited)

Summer Sweetheart Kitchen
This summer, Kids` Cooking Hub will offer kids
cooking classes ~ "Summer Sweetheart Kitchen" in
the school. Your kids will learn basic cooking skills
through hands-on cooking experience. We look
forward to having your sweethearts in our kitchen!
(Kids` Cooking Hub)

STEAM Camp I
Let students gain early math, science and
engineering concepts with STEAM Park set with 5
themes: Ramps, Moving on Water, Probability,
Gears and Chain reaction. STEAM Camp helps
students to build up curiosity and desire to
create, explore, and investigate the world like
small scientists. Students will have a better
understanding of gears, motion, measurement, as
well as developing problem solving skills.
(Techbob Academy)

STEAM Camp II
Let students gain basic engineering knowledge
with Tech Machines with 5 main topics: Screw &
driver, Wheel & axle, Pivot & lever, Pulley and
Inclined plane. Students will form teams to
cooperate and complete the activities resembling
the
real-life
engineering
application.
For
instance,
students
will
apply
engineering
principles learnt to solve problems of an imitated
construction site and create an imitated robot.
(Techbob Academy)

The Chess Academy
The Chess Academy is the PIONEER in developing
children`s chess in Hong Kong and Greater China.
Led by experienced top-ranked FIDE coaches,
children will enjoy a good game and develop their
character through chess.
The program strives to teach these valuable
skills by:
Sportsmanship
Attention Span
Confidence
Spatial Reasoning
Strategic thinking
Patience & more….
(ActiveKids)

Tinytots Summer Camp
Tinytots Coaching Limited is a leading sports
program in Hong Kong for kindergarten aged
children. The program is designed to develop
children`s physical fitness and motor skills, while
promoting peer interaction and building their selfesteem! All the activities and coaching are
conducted in English within a multinational
environment. This offers a total immersion
experience providing children the opportunity to
practice and gain confidence. Come join us!
(Tinytots Coaching Limited)

Vocal Ensemble Group
Vocal course suitables for 3 years old or above .
Lessons start from basic singing skills, including
the principle of body sounding, basic vocalization
and sound control techniques, sound processing
and pitch training; Exploring different musical
styles - from West to East; in Mandarin, Chinese
and English. Interactive learning and cooperation
with peers are what you can experience through
this course.
(Tom Lee Music Foundation)

Walk into the Famous Painting World
Art has a lot of trends and styles. Students have
the feeling of changeable and creativity when they
appreciate the art works. By learning some stories
of art history to inspire their creative ability. Also
it will encourage students to learn different
styles to complete their work.
(Shirley`s Art)

Xiao Nan Quan with Student Rules (Wushu)
This camp combines Student Rules of Confucion
Analects with the basic skills, techniques, step
combination and force of voice with Wu Shu Xiao
Nan Qian. It allows children who love Wu Shu to
learn about martial arts, build physical fitness,
understand traditional Chinese culture, Takenori
and etiquette of Wu Shu, and learn the truth of
life. It also helps improve their Putonghua level,
cultivate their sentiment and enhance their
interest in Wu Shu and traditional culture.
(Hong Kong International Wushu Cultural Centre
Limited)

